Department 16 - Artistic Floral Arrangements
Superintendents:
Helga Sallmon, Susan Bristow, Sandy Ross,
Rebecca Hawkins
PREMIUM AMOUNTS
FIRST $3

SECOND $2

THIRD $1

BEST OF SHOW FLORAL ARRANGEMENT
$15.00 Award, Champion Medal & Ribbon
In Memory of Delsie Marineau
“Lettuce Turnip the Beet” FAIR THEME ARRANGEMENT
$25 Award for Best Fair Theme Floral Arrangement (Class # 01)
RULES & REGULATIONS
1. Flowers used in the floral arrangements need not be grown
by the exhibitor.
2. Fresh plant material must be used in all classes unless
otherwise stated.
3. Dried materials permissible in all classes as line material.
Accessories/props permitted in all classes.
4. Artificial flowers or fresh food (fruits, etc.) are NOT permitted
in any class, except for the following: #01- Fair Theme
Arrangement, and #16 - Circus Circus.
5. Noxious weeds are permitted - you must label them.
6. All arrangements require a 3X5” card with statement of title
and class.
7. Maximum of two entries per class.
8. In all classes, floral foam & design mechanics must be fully
covered.
9. Please freshen exhibits as needed. Check with
Superintendent first.
10. The decision of the judge is final.

ARTISTIC FLORAL ARRANGEMENTS (CONTINUED)
CLASS 08 - Tea Cup Creation - Create a cute arrangement
using a teacup. Saucers, teaspoons & props are allowed.
CLASS 09 - Dried Design - Use natural elements that have
been dried and/or preserved to make this arrangement.
CLASS 10 - Zip-A-Dee-Doo-Dah Display - An arrangement
with a musical theme.
CLASS 11 - Succulent Garden Arrangement - Use succulents
to make an arrangement that is unique and creative. Must
contain at least 3 different succulent plants.
CLASS 12 - Antique Container - Antique or antique-like
container of your choice. Fresh and/or dried plant material may
be used for this arrangement.
CLASS 13 - Barn Yard Arrangement - Arrangement using a
farm/barn theme, using barn wood.
CLASS 14 - Get Well Soon - Make a bright, cheery
arrangement using colorful flowers for someone recovering from
an injury or illness.
CLASS 15 - Fixer Upper - Arrangement featuring tools.
CLASS 16 - Circus Circus - Whimsical arrangement
incorporating a variety of flowers and accessories/props related
to fair fun, the circus and carnivals.

HOW ARRANGEMENTS ARE SCORED
• Workmanship - Neatness & Detail
• Condition of Material - Color & form of flower, stem & foliage
• Design & Proportion - Color harmony, effectiveness of design
• Originality - Creativity and original design
• Degree of Difficulty - Complexity and detail of arrangement

FEATURED CONTEST

16A - DIVISION 1 - ADULT, 18 and Older
16B - DIVISION 2 - YOUTH, 13-17 years old
16C - DIVISION 3 - YOUTH, 9-12 years old
16D - DIVISION 4 - YOUTH, 8 and Under
16E - DIVISION 5 - SENIORS, 65 and Older

Artistic Floral Arrangements ANTIQUE CONTAINER (Class #12)

ARTISTIC FLORAL ARRANGEMENTS
CLASS 01 - Fair Theme Arrangement - Based on the 2020
theme, “Oink, Moo, Ewe!”
CLASS 02 - Free Style - Use your creativity! This arrangement
design can be your personal choice to create as you please.
CLASS 03 - Monochromatic - All hues must be within the
same color scheme. Vase / Container must match.
CLASS 04 - Miniature - Design may not exceed 6” high limit.
CLASS 05 - Vintage Wedding - Create a vintage-style wedding
bouquet with Baby’s Breath and ribbon incorporated in.
CLASS 06 - Single Bloom - Design featuring a single bloom.
Foliage, branches and accessories allowed.
CLASS 07 - Old Boot Display - Use an old rain boot, cowboy
boot, etc., creating a unique floral arrangement.
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